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illustrated.1887 Excerpt: ... Tell me, said
the old woman, lowering her voice, is it the
magic of the Franks? It is, and it is not,
answered Gregorios, willing to play upon
her superstition. It is, truly, very
mysterious, and a man who employs it
must have clean hands and a brave heart.
And so, indeed, must the person who
benefits by th cure. Otherwise it cannot be
permanent. The sins which burden the soul
have power to consume the body, and ii
there is no repentance, no device to undo
the harm done, the magic properties of the
fluid are soon destroyed by the more
powerful arts of Satan. The Khanum
looked anxiously at Balsamides as he
spoke. At that moment the black slave girl
returned, bearing tw little cups of coffee,
while two other girls, exactly like the. first,
followed with two lighted chibouques, a
mangal filled with coals, two small brass
dishes upon which the bowls of the pipes
were to rest, so as not to burn the carpet,
and a little pair of steel firetongs inlaid
with gold. At a sign the three slaves
silently retired. The Khanum drank the hot
coffee eagerly, and, placing the huge amber
mouthpiece against her lips, began to
inhale the smoke. Gregorios followed her
example. What is this you say of Satan
destroying the power of your medicine?
asked Laleli, presently. It is the truth,
Khanum Effendim, answered Balsamides,
solemnly. If, therefore, you would be
healed, repent of sin, and if you have done
anything that is sinful, command that it be
undone, if possible. If not, your pain will
return, and I cannot save you. Kow do you,
a Giaour, talk to me of repentance? asked
Laleli, in scornful tones. While you try to
extract the eyelash from my eye, you do
not see the beam which has entered your
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own. Nevertheless, unless you repent my
medicine will no...
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